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(violin), and Mr. W. G. ausirls (pianoforte), contributed solos 
with much success. 

THE following letter written to the Times newspa?er 
will, we are certain, cali forth the sincerest sympathy from 
all our musical readers. 

" SIR,-Travellers should, I think, be warned in the 
present state of the roads here, against taking a carriage 
from Zermatt to this place. A frightful accident occurred 
yesterday, when a small carriage, containing three persons 
was precipitated into a rocky torrent. 

"As one of those unfortunate persons-I might almost 
say fortunate, in a merciful preservation from death-I 
venture to dictate these few lines to you while lying helpless 
here with an unset broken leg and other injuries. 

I remain, Sir, your obedient servant 
X. S. OAKEL}RY Prof. of Music, Univ., Edinburgh. 

Grand Xotel, St. Nicoias, Zermatt Valley 
Switzerland, June 12th." 

AT the approaching Norwich Festival an entirely new 
Cantat&, called " Outward Bound," composed by Mr. G. A. 
M&cfarren, the words by Mr. John Osenford, will be pro- 
duced. Arthur Sullivan's " Te Deum," coanposed for the 
Crystal Palace Thanksgiving Festival, and Sir Julius 
Benedict's Oratorio, " St. Peter," are also included in the 
programme. 

MADLLE. C: HBUISTINE NILSSON'S morning concert, at St. 
James's Hall, on the 24th ult., was fully and fashionably 
attended. The songs given by Madlle. Nilsson were 
admirably calculated to display her voice and style, " Ah ! 
fors' blui" (from <'La Traviata") and 'Let the bright 
Seraphim " (with Mr. T. Harper's matchless trumpet 
obbltgato) forming as gOod tests for the power of interpreting 
both secular and sacred music as could have been selected. 
A new Romance, composed by the :E3aroness Willy de Roths- 
child, and some highly characteristic Swedish melodies were 
also given by Madlle. Nilsson and received with the warmest 
applause. The other vocalists were Madame Patey, Signor 
Brignoli (who sang in consequence of the absence of Mr. 
S;ms Reeves), and Mr. Santley. The instrumentalists were 
Madame Alice Mangold-Diehl (pianoforte), Madame Norman- 
Nerud& (violin), and Mr. Charies Le Jeune (organ). 
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effect of the young Felix's interview with the great poet of 
Germany. "Just fancy" says his mother, wLiting to her 
sister-in-law, Henriette Mendelssohn, in Paris, "that the 
little wretch is to have the good luck of going to Weimar 
with Zelter for a short time. He wants to show him to 
Goethe, and is to take him there next week, after they have 
been to the exhibition of Schadow's picture of Luther at 
Wittenberg.'7 Numerous, of course, were the instructions 
as to how the child was to behave in the presence of so 
important a personage. ' Keep your wits about you," writes 
his father. Every time I write to you, my dear boy, I shall 
remind you to keep a strict watch over yourself, tp sit 
properly andbehave nicely, especially at dinner; to speak dis- 
tinctly and suitably, and try as much as possible to express 
yourself to the point." Whether the effect of these parental 
directions vanished as the musician and poetbecamemorein- 
timately acquainted we cannot sas * but celtainly the details 
of his dailylife duringhis stay with Goethe-especially where 
he is described as chasing the young ladies round the roorn 
and blowing the curls of one of them with a pair of 
bellows-seem to prove that it was scarcely necessary 
for him to distress himself as to whether he was " sitting 
properly," or " behaving nicely," at dinner. Goethe's 
admiration of the gifted young musician amounted 
almost to a worship. "Every afternoon," says Felix 
in a letter, " Goethe opens the Streicher piano with 
these words, 'I have not heard you at all to-day, so yon 
must make a little noise for me.' Then he sits down by me 
and when I have finished (generally improvising), I beg for 
a kiss, or else I take one." The poet cared but little for 
ordinarymusic; anditwas evidentthat the fascination of 
Felix's performance was such as totallyto unfit him for 
playing, which before his acquaintance with him he might 
at least have endured. In a letter to Zelter, he writes, " Say 
something nice to Felix from me, and also to his parents. 
Since your departure my piano remains dumb; a single 
attempt to awaken it almost turned out a f&ilure." Perhaps 
no composer ever approached a subject with greater 
reverence than did Mendelssohn in setting Goethe's 
"Walpurgisnacht." On leaving Vienna he had begun to 
wolrk at it, and it was finished during his Italian journey. 
Goethe was delighted on hearing that his young friend had 
undertaken what his master Zelter had attempted in vain - 
and no doubt the letter he wrote to Mendelssohn describing 
the principles upon which the poem is based, furnished the 
composel^ with additional proof of the interest he had 
awakened by his resolution to gi>re a musical colouring to 
the work. One of the great charms of this book is that it 
makes us acquainted, for the first time, with Goethe's fond- 
ness for music. There is but little record of the poet's 
especial love for the science in any previous publication 
but here we have his own words in proof of the delight he 
invariably experienced in listening to the interpretation of 
the finest compositions, at least under the fingers of Men- 
delssohn. Writing of Felix to Zelter, he says, " His coming 
did me a great deal of good, for my feelings about music are 
unchanged * I hear it with pleasure, interest, and reflection - 
I love its history, for who can understand any subject 
without thoroughly initiating himself into its history and 
progress ?" 

We can scarcely refrain from quoting more largely fron 
this highly attractive volume * for even aflser the conclusion 
of that portion of it which relates to Goethe, we have some 
letters of Mendelssohn which will be read with the utmost 
pleasure, one of which, descliptive of & storm in the Bernese 
Oberland is certainly the most graphic we have seen in any 
published collection. In an Appendix are several commu- 
nications frozn the composer of later date, contributed by 
Madame Preusser, Sir William Sterndale iBennett, Mr. 
Maefarren, Mr. Novello, and others to whom they weze ad- 
dressed, many of which relate to matters of the utrnost 
interest. The book is rendered additionally valuable by a 
frontispiece portrait of the composer in his twelfth year, and 
another representing the boy seated at the pianoforte, flon 
a sketch taken about the year 1820. 

NOVELLO, EWEBS AND GO. 
A Servicefor the :EIoly Comnunzon, in the key of B flat. 

By B. Agutter, Mus. B., of Exeter College, Oxford. 
ALLthose textswhich, irl the Book of Cominon Prayer, are 

ordered to be sung during the office of Holy C:ommunion 
and severaUl which are not, are set to lnusic in this fully 
comprehensive Service. Thus,-besidebs music for the 
Kyrie, the Gredo, the Saxotus, and th& Glorza in ezeelsis,- 
there is also a setting of the Gloria Tibi, the Gratias and 
even the Alle67Z6ia; of the Sursuen CorcGcz; of theBerwedtott6s; 
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MACMILLAN AND (: O . 
Goethe and Mendelssohn (1821-1831). Translated7 with 

additions, from the German of Dr. ZKarl Mendelssohn- 
Bartholdy, by M. E. von Glehn. 

THE detached portions of Mendelssohn's career7 written 
from time to time by his numerous admirers in the land of 
his birth, will we think form a more interesting biography 
of the composer th&n we should have possessedhadthe 
materials been collected for a single publication which should 
take itS place in musical libraries as the " Life of Mendels- 
sohn." The delightful letters *om Italy and Switzerl&nd 
penned by the young and enthusiastic artist whilst the 
scenes which he describes were fresh upon his memory, the 
communications to v&rious persons on subjects connected 
with music and musicians7 afterwards gv3nerously given to 
the world by those who7 seeing the interest excited by 
the previous volume resolved that the valuable treasures 
which they alone possessed should be thrown open for public 
inspection, and the ' Recollections 77 a,nd " Reminiscences 7 7 
aontributed by friends whose intimacy with the composer 
was a suflicient gu&rantee of the truthfulness of their 
descriptions, comprise a collection which every student 
must prize in the highest degree; for in these works is 
exhibited the personality o£ an artist who exercised almost 
as potent a charm over those with whom he associated as 
he does over others who only know hixn through his xnusic. 

The volume now before us stands a,lone amongst the 
works connected with Mendelssohn already published, for 
we have here not only the boy-life of the composer, but a 
minute account of th&t happy time spent with Goethe 
which had so much influence in deepening the future com- 
poser's love for &11 that was high and noble in art. " It is 
an episode of Weimarts golden days," writes Karl Mendels- 
sohn in his Preface " old age and fame h&nd in hand with 
youth in its aspiring eforts; the aged poet fondling the 
curls of the little musician, and ca,lling to him in playful 
and endearing accents " to make & little noise for him, and 
awaken the winged spirits that have so long lain slumber- 
sng." Deeply interesting is it to read of the glowing 
anticipations of the Mendelssoh:tl family as to the probable 
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of the Agn26s Des, and of the Pateq lCosteq. The style of 
the whole is decidedly modern, but totally free from the 
extremely high colouring which disfigures some of the 
Church music of the present day. Even in the harmony to 
the Plain Song for the Stls?l,r) C7oqSZa, which is given in 
addition to an original setting of the text, there is no &ssump- 
tion of the &ntique for, at the close, & second inversion of 
the subdominant chord precedes the final tonic as an 
appoggiatura,-one of the devices peculiar to l&ter times,- 
and the entire character is as free as it is pure. 

The expressive melody to the Kyqxe is &ssigned to the 
soprano for the first three responses, is given to the tenor 
with a different harmony for the next three, and to all 
the choir in octaves with an independent organ part for the 
three following, &nd the original form is resumed for the 
tenth response, to be extended at the change of words. 

In the GreZo, the great difEiculty is met with success, of 
giving a fair declamation of the text vwith considerable 
expression, and xlot repeating a word. Composers for the 
English Church are cruelly fettered in comparison with 
those who write for the Roman Service, in being for the 
most part precluded from the development of & musical 
idea, from the giving expansion to their thoughts, by the 
general requirement that the words be but once uttered - 
and he is indeed to be praised, who can represent the subject, 
and can frame a clear musical design, under this restriction. 
The maUtter to which are set forth the attributes of Our 
Lord, recurs pertinently &t the description of the third 
person of the Trinity- by such artifices &S this is music 
ma.de to illustrate powerfully the text, reflecting one passage 
upon another, and thus enforcing both. 

The sanGtus is set, &ccording to the terms of the exhorta- 
tion, which invite the communicants to join " with Angels 
and Archangels, and with &11 the company of he&ven," in 
their everlasting song of praise, to a loud exulting strain 
The choice is difficult between the reading thus implied if 
not demanded, and that which might better render the 
feelings of the people, chastened and softened &S these must 
be by the ceremony and its mysteries. Mr. Agutter h&s 
made his selection upon high authority, and there are many 
occasions to which it will be the more &ppropriate. 

On the contrary, he closes the Benedctlts by setting the 
words " Hosallna in the highest " to be sung in & whisper. 
The text is an interpolation, £or which, of course, the musician 
is irresponsible; but surely, if they require, who insert in 
this place the triumphant passage from St. Matthew's 
Gospel, a piece of subdued character, they should furnish 
the composer +rith words better suited to such treatment. 

The best piece in the Service is, to our thinking, the 
A^qnt6s. This is a soprano solo of some extent7 interspersed 
with choral phrases to the '< Miserere " and the 'vDona.i? 
The melody is tender, and its expression is intensified at 
each repetition by skilful variety of accompaniment. Here 
the softness of the music is as fitting to the sentiment of the 
words as it may be to the feelings of the auditory. 

The Lord?s Prayer is a mixture of chanting and rhythmi- 
cal song, the latter beginning with the glorification. It is 
not now to discuss the propriety of such hybrid composition; 
if ever it be accept3ble, the example before us claims to be 
well received. 

This Service shows the church of St. Peter Streatham, to 
be fortunate in its Prsecentor and Organist, which offices are 
filled by the author- and Dr. Stainex is honoured in the 
dedication of so meritorious a work. 

JlTst Judge of iIeaven (;Psalm 43). Set to music for contralto 
solo and chorus, by G. M. Garrett Mus. D. 

DR.. GARRETT here presents us with an admirable specimen 
of musicianship. Had he done no more than this his pro- 
fessional reputation might ha,ve been enhanced and nothing 
more. Happily, hosrever, he has done more-much more- 
and the musical public are gainers by the acquisition of a 
Cantata imbued with much charnl of both melody and 
harmony. It would hardly be saying too much to state that 
what Mendelssohns " Hear my prayer " is to the solo 
soprano, this Psalm is to the contralto-so thoroughly 
genial and beautiful is the music. Whilst compositions like 
these are adopted as ameatls of worshipin our cathedrals, we 
need never fear that the work of developnzent alld reform, so 
lately and so vigorously begun, will terminate, until all 

- muslc (whether it be old or new) wkwh ts tl}-DWOl'tZly shall 
have been utterly swept out of the Sanctuary. 

God so loved the world. Anthem, by Hamiltoll (:larke 
TH13RE is much smooth writing in this work, and it does 

not lack variety. Mr. Clarke has chosen a by no means easy 
set of words. (' Peradventure " is a long word and covers 
much musical grollnd without being as full of meaning as 
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be fortunate in its Prsecentor and Organist, which offices are 
filled by the author- and Dr. Stainex is honoured in the 
dedication of so meritorious a work. 

JlTst Judge of iIeaven (;Psalm 43). Set to music for contralto 
solo and chorus, by G. M. Garrett Mus. D. 

DR.. GARRETT here presents us with an admirable specimen 
of musicianship. Had he done no more than this his pro- 
fessional reputation might ha,ve been enhanced and nothing 
more. Happily, hosrever, he has done more-much more- 
and the musical public are gainers by the acquisition of a 
Cantata imbued with much charnl of both melody and 
harmony. It would hardly be saying too much to state that 
what Mendelssohns " Hear my prayer " is to the solo 
soprano, this Psalm is to the contralto-so thoroughly 
genial and beautiful is the music. Whilst compositions like 
these are adopted as ameatls of worshipin our cathedrals, we 
need never fear that the work of developnzent alld reform, so 
lately and so vigorously begun, will terminate, until all 

- muslc (whether it be old or new) wkwh ts tl}-DWOl'tZly shall 
have been utterly swept out of the Sanctuary. 

God so loved the world. Anthem, by Hamiltoll (:larke 
TH13RE is much smooth writing in this work, and it does 

not lack variety. Mr. Clarke has chosen a by no means easy 
set of words. (' Peradventure " is a long word and covers 
much musical grollnd without being as full of meaning as 

of the Agn26s Des, and of the Pateq lCosteq. The style of 
the whole is decidedly modern, but totally free from the 
extremely high colouring which disfigures some of the 
Church music of the present day. Even in the harmony to 
the Plain Song for the Stls?l,r) C7oqSZa, which is given in 
addition to an original setting of the text, there is no &ssump- 
tion of the &ntique for, at the close, & second inversion of 
the subdominant chord precedes the final tonic as an 
appoggiatura,-one of the devices peculiar to l&ter times,- 
and the entire character is as free as it is pure. 

The expressive melody to the Kyqxe is &ssigned to the 
soprano for the first three responses, is given to the tenor 
with a different harmony for the next three, and to all 
the choir in octaves with an independent organ part for the 
three following, &nd the original form is resumed for the 
tenth response, to be extended at the change of words. 

In the GreZo, the great difEiculty is met with success, of 
giving a fair declamation of the text vwith considerable 
expression, and xlot repeating a word. Composers for the 
English Church are cruelly fettered in comparison with 
those who write for the Roman Service, in being for the 
most part precluded from the development of & musical 
idea, from the giving expansion to their thoughts, by the 
general requirement that the words be but once uttered - 
and he is indeed to be praised, who can represent the subject, 
and can frame a clear musical design, under this restriction. 
The maUtter to which are set forth the attributes of Our 
Lord, recurs pertinently &t the description of the third 
person of the Trinity- by such artifices &S this is music 
ma.de to illustrate powerfully the text, reflecting one passage 
upon another, and thus enforcing both. 

The sanGtus is set, &ccording to the terms of the exhorta- 
tion, which invite the communicants to join " with Angels 
and Archangels, and with &11 the company of he&ven," in 
their everlasting song of praise, to a loud exulting strain 
The choice is difficult between the reading thus implied if 
not demanded, and that which might better render the 
feelings of the people, chastened and softened &S these must 
be by the ceremony and its mysteries. Mr. Agutter h&s 
made his selection upon high authority, and there are many 
occasions to which it will be the more &ppropriate. 

On the contrary, he closes the Benedctlts by setting the 
words " Hosallna in the highest " to be sung in & whisper. 
The text is an interpolation, £or which, of course, the musician 
is irresponsible; but surely, if they require, who insert in 
this place the triumphant passage from St. Matthew's 
Gospel, a piece of subdued character, they should furnish 
the composer +rith words better suited to such treatment. 

The best piece in the Service is, to our thinking, the 
A^qnt6s. This is a soprano solo of some extent7 interspersed 
with choral phrases to the '< Miserere " and the 'vDona.i? 
The melody is tender, and its expression is intensified at 
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533 it is of letters. Setting aside the conventional mode of 
treating the word c; die " by dropping voices to the bottom 
of the gamut, and the word "peace'7 by a sudden hush 
this anthem will be found acceptable and useful. It is to be 
hoped that more will come from Mr. Cl&rke's pen, as it is 
certain he is quite able to choose a path for himself 
Unless a g be added to the A in the third bar of the bottom 
line of p. 6 in future editions, Mr. Clarke will incur the risk 
of finding from his biography in provincial anthem-books 
that he as born in the fourteenth century. 

And behold a Throne. Anthem, by Henry Lahee. 
THIS anthem is in many lsespects meritorious but perhaps 

hardly sets the words before its hearers in & suitable shape 
The " Ter Sanctus " is surely too sublime an exclamation to 
be given out con brio. The theme selected for treatment 
f?zgcLto is ably worked out, and the pedal-point is highly 
effective. 

The Ntcene Oreed. Set to music for four voices (chiefly 
in unison) with free organ accompaniment, by S. Percival. 

THIS 1S remarkably good. The accent of the words is 
carefully managed, and their deep meaning clearly sketched 
in the outline of the modulations. The whole of it is simple 
and it must be found generally useful where the Nicene 
Creed is chor&lly rendered. 

The Niycene Greed. Set to music in an easy forls 
(principallymonotone),with a free organ accompaniinent by 
Dr. Crowe. 

HIS iS even more easy than the one just noticed, but it 
does not lack interest, although the appearance of line after 
}ane of G only looks unpromising. It is a useful addition to 
this style of music. 

The MarcE of Etng DcbvidSs Aqlwty * from the Oratorio 
" D&vid and Absalom." Arranged for the Pianoforte, with 
ChorusJ by the composer, W. II. Longhurst. 

TERY excellent accounts of this Oratorio have come to us 
from the loc&l papers; and if the March now under notice 
may be accepted as & f&ir specimen of the work, there can be 
little doubt that it is at least the composition of an earnest 
and thoughtful musician. Without perhaps striking us as 
thoroughly original, the principal theme is bold, melodious 
and well harmonized; the second subject, with the holding 
notes, against the moving bass, being perhaps even more 
attractive. As a pianoforte piece this arrangement has a 
right to its place amongst the many Marches which hav0 
already found favour with the public. We should recommend 
the small notes to be played by all who can reach them * and 
where a chorus canbe obtained,the addition of the vocal 
part will certainly be most desirable. 

' Tqss better rwot f o know Song. Written by Shirlcy 
13rooks. Composed by Frederic Clay. 

THIS is a particularly attractive ballad, which tenor singers 
(especially those who can command the high A flat) will be 
glad to become acquainted with. The melody is estremely 
vocal, aUnd the musicianlike accompaniments throughout 
will ensure it a warm welcome with a trained audience. The 
change of character in the pianoforte part at the commence- 
ment of the "piA mosso," is an excellent point- and the 
final phrase, " 'Tis better, darling, not to know,'} has z 
most effective musical setting. This song has already beerL 
sung several times by Mr. Sims Reeves with great success. 

I Pleritanz fThe Pltritaets). An Opera, in three acts 
composed by Vmcenzo Bellini. Edited and trarlslated into 
13nglish by Natal;a Maefarren. 

WHATEVER may be said of the artistic merits of the modera 
Italian school of opera, there can be little doubt that as long 
as vocalists rule the lyric stage, and audiences accept their 
unlimited power, whether for good or evil to the cause of 
music, the works of Bellini, Donizetti and their disciples will 
continue to maintain their popularity. "I Puritani " is 
essentially a singers' opera; and associated as it is with the 
best days of the exclusive establishment in the Haymarket 
when the patronage of the artistocracy was the only one to 
be depended upon, it has not only kept its place upon the stage 
but has alway been selected by vocalists as a fair test for 
their talents, and received by the listeners with perhaps 
even more favour than it deserves, ill deference to the, 
position it once held. The :Editor tells us that there are 
sariotls readings of some portions of this work in different 
editions, but that the present agrees with the score used ill 
performance at the Italian Opera in London. This is of 
course as it should be; for it is in connection with tho 
manner in warhich the opera is presented at our lyrical 
theatres that this edition will be invariably used; and all 
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as vocalists rule the lyric stage, and audiences accept their 
unlimited power, whether for good or evil to the cause of 
music, the works of Bellini, Donizetti and their disciples will 
continue to maintain their popularity. "I Puritani " is 
essentially a singers' opera; and associated as it is with the 
best days of the exclusive establishment in the Haymarket 
when the patronage of the artistocracy was the only one to 
be depended upon, it has not only kept its place upon the stage 
but has alway been selected by vocalists as a fair test for 
their talents, and received by the listeners with perhaps 
even more favour than it deserves, ill deference to the, 
position it once held. The :Editor tells us that there are 
sariotls readings of some portions of this work in different 
editions, but that the present agrees with the score used ill 
performance at the Italian Opera in London. This is of 
course as it should be; for it is in connection with tho 
manner in warhich the opera is presented at our lyrical 
theatres that this edition will be invariably used; and all 
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hoped that more will come from Mr. Cl&rke's pen, as it is 
certain he is quite able to choose a path for himself 
Unless a g be added to the A in the third bar of the bottom 
line of p. 6 in future editions, Mr. Clarke will incur the risk 
of finding from his biography in provincial anthem-books 
that he as born in the fourteenth century. 

And behold a Throne. Anthem, by Henry Lahee. 
THIS anthem is in many lsespects meritorious but perhaps 

hardly sets the words before its hearers in & suitable shape 
The " Ter Sanctus " is surely too sublime an exclamation to 
be given out con brio. The theme selected for treatment 
f?zgcLto is ably worked out, and the pedal-point is highly 
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